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Abstra t

We introdu e an optimization model for multi ommodity ow together
with ba k-up ows for ea h ommodity under a given set of failure states
in a network. We all su h a total routing strategy a restorable multi ommodity ow. The main advantage of restorable ows over other network
prote tion methods, su h as 1+1 prote tion, is that the ommodities may
share apa ity in the network for their ba k-up ows, thus redu ing the
overall network apa ity required. We onsider the problem of nding a
minimum expe ted- ost restorable ow, under a given probability distribution on network element failures. The underlying sto hasti optimization problem an be modeled as a large-s ale linear programming (LP)
problem that expli itly in orporates the network failure s enarios. The
size of the LPs grows swiftly however, in the size of network and number of failure states. We develop a s alable approximation s heme for this
problem, to solve realisti -sized restorable multi ommodity ow problems.
We fo us on the spe ial ase where traÆ ows for ea h ommodity are
restri ted to a (pre- omputed) olle tion of disjoint paths. In this setting, we devise a ombinatorial algorithm for the minimum expe ted ost
restorable ow problem. Sin e the problem is not of a simple pa king or
overing type, our approximation s heme must repeatedly solving an auxiliary problem that is slightly more ompli ated than previous algorithms
in the literature, that solve shortest olumn or shortest path subproblems
in ea h phase. We des ribe the rather te hni al proof of its onvergen e,
and then give omputational results showing that our approa h s ales for
large networks in omparison with general-purpose LP solvers. An earlier
version of this paper, with identi al theoreti al results, appeared in [9℄.
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1 Introdu tion
There is onsiderable demand for network design and routing strategies whi h
are resilient to failures, or atta ks, on a network infrastru ture. At the same
time, operators are fo used more than ever on a hieving the highest utilization
of their network's existing bandwidth. Traditional resilient apa ity allo ation
strategies, su h as in SONET rings, require that total apa ity is essentially
doubled. For instan e in 1 + 1 routing, for ea h (unit/wavelength) demand
there is apa ity reserved on two disjoint (or diverse) paths between the sour e
and destination. The rst is used for the primary ow, and the se ond is the
ba k-up path in ase of failures on the primary path. Even in the ase where
traÆ an not be split over multiple paths, this is an expensive alternative to
guarantee the ability to re over traÆ ows after a network failure. This is
be ause primary ow paths may themselves be disjoint, and so the failure of a
single network element would only a e t one of them at a time. This suggests
the paradigm of sharing of ba k-up apa ity. This has re eived more attention
re ently, for instan e, in [14℄ it is shown that (under high ongestion) 60% of
the network's apa ity is used for the ba k-up ows in the 1+1 setting, whereas
only 40% is used in the shared apa ity model.
We onsider a model for the design of resilient traÆ routing whi h follows
this prin iple of shared ba k-up apa ity. Spe i ally, we propose an extension
to minimum ost multi ommodity ow where we are given a olle tion of failure
states and for ea h state, we ompute a multi ommodity ow whi h will be used
in the event of this failure. We all su h a olle tion of ows a restorable ow.
There are three problems related to restorable ows. The rst is that of
feasibility: given a apa itated network, does it admit su h a restorable ow for
a given set of demands? The se ond is the network design problem: ompute
a minimum ost subnetwork (with or without integrality onstraints) whi h
admits a restorable ow. The third is a minimum ost restorable ow problem:
to give this last problem meaning, we must spe ify a measure of ost for a
restorable ow.
The ost fun tion we adopt for the minimum ost restorable ow problem
is designed to approximate the expe ted long-term ost of running the network
using a restoration strategy based on the restorable ow. We assume that we
are also equipped with probability distributions for the failure of ea h routing
path. This ould be obtained for instan e, from histori al re ords on the failure
of ea h link. Our obje tive is to nd a restorable ow whi h minimizes the
expe ted long-term operational ost of the network.
The resulting sto hasti optimization problem an be formulated as a linear program (LP) whi h grows dramati ally with the in rease in network size
and number of failure s enarios being onsidered. As with many optimization
problems for prote ted routing, this LP is often too large to solve in pra ti e
for realisti -sized networks, f. [25℄. Furthermore, there is a need to arry out
su h optimizations repeatedly in operational networks. We thus need to devise
fast, eÆ ient and s alable approximations for the restorable ow problem with
a guaranteed performan e.
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In order to apitalize on the potential for sharing ba k-up apa ity, networks
must have the exibility to implement the restoration strategies imposed by
these designs. Many existing te hnologies do not have the swit hing apability
to do so. In our view, future opti al and data swit hes will still have limited
apabilities in this regard. This is one reason why we fo us on the restri tion
where the ow for ea h ommodity must be routed along a given pre- omputed
olle tion of (disjoint) paths for that ommodity. Flows with this additional
stru ture are operationally simpler for restoration after a failure, and re overy
an be a hieved by the endpoints for the ommodity. The initial olle tions of
disjoint paths may themselves be part of a prepro essing phase whi h, say, tries
to solve the primary problem (in the network without failues) so as to minimize
the maximum load on an edge, the overall load or some other operationallyost-saving riterion.
We adapt the methodology of -approximation algorithms for multi ommodity ows and more generally guaranteed approximations for the mixed pa king
and overing linear programs. (Details and referen es are presented in Se tion 3.) These methods yield algorithms for the feasibility and minimum ost
restorable ow problems (the rst and third among the three problems introdu ed above); however, they do not yield an approximation s heme for the
network design version.
In summary, our main ontributions are as follows. We introdu e a model
for omputing shared ba k-up apa ity for multi ommodity ow that pres ribes
restoration routing strategies for ea h s enario in a given olle tion of failure
events. The model takes as input probability distributions for failures of the
network elements and attempts to minimize the expe ted long-term ost of
following the restoration strategies. We design a polynomial time approximation
algorithm for this problem whi h for a given toleran e parameter  > 0, produ es
a solution whose ost is at most (1 + ) times the optimum. Corre tness of
our algorithms follows similar lines to previous s hemes su h as [13℄, but the
minimum ost version requires a di erent auxiliary LP (as opposed to a shortest
path or olumn problem) to be solved at ea h iteration; this ne essitates slightly
more involved arguments in the proof. We have implemented the algorithms and
present our basi omputational ndings, showing in parti ular that in ontrast
to general LP solvers, we an nd solutions for the large and very large instan es
of the minimum ost restorable ow problem.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Se tion 2, a model for
restorable ows is des ribed. In Se tion 3, we give some ba kground in approximation s hemes for linear programs. As a warmup to our approa h, Se tion 4 onsiders a simpli ed version of this problem and develops a provably
good -approximation algorithm for it. Se tion 5 presents the main algorithm.
Se tion 6 shows how the urrently-used dedi ated prote tion me hanisms are a
spe ial ase of our general model (and hen e are solvable by our algorithms).
We tabulate the results of implementing our s heme in Se tion 7. Con lusions
and dire tions for further resear h are summarized in Se tion 8.
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2 The Model
Broadly, our setting of shared prote tion is as follows. We onsider a network
G = (V; E ) with a apa ity u(e) and ost (e) for ea h link or edge e; G is modeled as an undire ted graph. We are also given a set of ommodities (demandpairs) K , ea h ommodity i 2 K spe i ed by a sour e-sink pair (si ; ti ), demand
di , and a olle tion i of pairwise link-disjoint paths, ea h of whi h onne ts si
to ti . (That is, no two paths in i have any ommon link.) Any single link of G
may fail at any time, thus rendering all paths that pass through it temporarily
useless, until the link is made live again.
Our obje tive is to design working and restoration ows so that under pres ribed failure states, we have adequate apa ity to meet our given demand.
Moreover, we wish to minimize the long-term operational ost of these traÆ
ows. To do this, we assume statisti
S al information on the relative likelihoods
of failure of ea h path in  := k2K k (a path fails if any of its links fails).
This information may be gathered and updated as further failures o ur (with
old information dis ounted in order to have an a urate pi ture of the existing
network). For ea h ommodity (sk ; tk ), we must hoose (a) appropriate primary
ows on paths in k , and (b) how mu h ow is transferred from one path to
another in the event of a failure. This important requirement that there be
suÆ ient ow even under any link failure, is formalized below.
Under the normal state of no failure, as well as under the failure of any
single link, no link e's apa ity should be ex eeded: the total demand using it
should be at most u(e). The obje tive fun tion is to design the paths, ows,
and restoration strategies, in order to minimize the long-term average ost of
operating the network. This average is just the expe ted long-term ost of
operating the network under a given olle tion of primary and ba k-up paths,
where the random variables are the failures of the various paths, ea h of whose
probabilities are known as dis ussed above.
We now model the problem more formally. We onsider a set of network
states Q. Di erent states arise due to failures of ertain network elements; we
assume a state q0 2 Q whi h is the normal state when no failures have o urred.
In our setting above, q0 orresponds to the state of no link failure, and every
other q 2 Q is in one-to-one orresponden e with the failure of some subset of
links in the network. If we are onsidering only single-link failure sets, then
jQj = jE j + 1.
We now formulate the minimum restorable ow problem. Variable f (P )
denotes the amount of ow on path P under state q0 . For ea h ommodity k,
and ea h pair of distin t paths P 0 ; P 2 k , variable gP (P ) denotes the amount
of ow that is rerouted from path P 0 to path P when a link on path P 0 fails.
The pair (f; g) is alled a restorable ow. When failure q o urs, the set of
a e ted paths is denoted by (q) (so (q0 ) = ;). Let Qk  Q denote the
set of all failures that a e t some path in k . Our formulation assumes that
jk \ (q)j  1 for all k; q. That is, we assume that a failure does not a e t more
than one path in k . Note that this is the ase if we onsider only single-link
failures. Basi ally, we are assuming that the probability of failure of a path due
0
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to events not onsidered in Q is zero. (It is suÆ ient that the probability of
su h events is relatively small.) In essen e, we are saying that we are measuring
the ost of our network only over periods of time for whi h it is in some state
given in Q.
For ea h path P 2 , let (P ) denote the steady-state proportion of time
for whi h P is in non-failed mode. (As mentioned above, we ould ontinuously learn and update estimates on these probabilities.) To model the obje tive fun tion, we assign, for ea h ommodity
k and paths P1 ; P2 2 k , a ost
P
(P1 ; P2 ) asP
follows: (P; P ) = (P ) e2P (e), and if P1 6= P2 , (P1 ; P2 ) =
(1 (P1 )) e2P2 (e). Thus, (P; P ) is the (long-term) expe ted ost of primary ow on path P , and (P1 ; P2 ), for P1 6= P2 , is the (long-term) expe ted
ost of ba k-up ow on P2 from P1 . Hen eforth we set (P ) := (P; P ). So, by
the linearity of expe tation, our obje tive fun tion of long-term average ost is:

EC (f; g) =

XX
k P

2k

X

[ (P )f (P ) +
P1

2k nP

(P1 ; P )gP1 (P )℄:

(1)

We an now formulate the minimum expe ted long-term ost restorable ow
problem (MELTCoRe) as the LP:
min EC (f; g)



P

subje t to:
P

2k f (P )  dk ; 8 k 2 K

 PP 2 nP [f (P ) + gP (P )℄  dk , 8 P 0 2 k ; 8 k 2 K
0

k

0

 Pk2K PP 2 n(q) [f (P ) + PP 2 \(q) gP (P )℄  u(e) 8 e 2 E; 8 q 2 Q
0

P :e2P
k

0

k

 f; g  0.
The rst onstraint above says that under no-failure onditions, the total
demand dk should be met for ea h ommodity k. The se ond onstraint says
that this demand-satisfa tion should hold even if any path P 0 2 k fails. The
third onstraint is that under any network state q (in luding the no-failure state
q0 ), the total ow on any link e should be at most its apa ity. We also have
the nal trivial onstraints whi h for e all variables to be non-negative.
We do not develop an approximation s heme for the network design version
for restorable ows. We note that it is formulated as a linear program where for
ea h edge e we introdu e an integer
P variable z (e)  u(e). The obje tive fun tion
for the design problem is then e (e)z (e). Normally, network design problems
would suggest that the variables z (e) be integer. We use the term `design' here
nevertheless, sin e we are onstru ting a single (fra tional) subnetwork whi h
is meant to support multiple multi ommodity ow ve tors (one for ea h failure
state).
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2.1

An equivalent problem

We do not work dire tly with the formulation (MELTCoRe). Instead, we onsider the maximum on urrent ow version with budget onstraint: nd the
largest value  su h that at least dk demand an be shipped from sk to tk
for ea h k, subje t to our given onstraints, as well as a budget onstraint that
requires the value EC (f; g) (see (1)) to be at most some parameter B . With an
-approximate algorithm for this new problem, we an obtain an -approximate
solution for our a tual problem by using an eÆ ient sear h method (su h as
binary sear h) to nd the smallest value of B for whi h this new problem has a
solution of value   1. An important pra ti al improvement an be obtained
by a areful implementation of su h a sear h method, as demonstrated by our
third table in Se tion 7. Instead of doing a routine binary sear h, we implement
a natural interpolated binary sear h. If a value B0 for B returns a value 0 > 1
for this new problem, it an be shown that the optimal B is at most B0 =0 ;
onversely, if a value B1 for B returns a value 1 < 1, the optimal B is at least
B1 =1 . We use a slight re nement of this idea to arefully hoose su essive
guesses for B , in order to qui kly onverge to a value of B that returns   1.
The above problem of maximizing  subje t to a budget B an also be formulated as an LP as follows; we refer to it as the Budget Constrained Con urrent
Restorable Flow Problem (BCR).

maximize 
subje t to
X
f (P )
P 2k
X
[f (P ) + gP (P )℄
P 2k nP
X X
X
gP (P )℄
[f (P ) +
P :e P
k2K
P 2k \(q )
P 2k n(q )
X X
X
(P 0 ; P )gP (P )℄
[ (P )f (P ) +
k2K P 2k
P 2k nP
f; g; 
0

 dk ; 8 k 2 K
 dk ; 8 P 0 2 k ; 8 k 2 K

0

0

0

0

2.2

 u(e); 8 e 2 E; 8 q 2 Q(2)

0

2

 B

(3)

 0

(4)

Notation

For ease of notation in the remainder of the paper, if s is a linear
P fun tion
de ned on ground set E and P  E , then we use s(P ) to denote e2P s(e).
We use s(P ) to denote mine2P s(e). We use 0 to denote the ve tor of all 0's.
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3 Solving DiÆ ult Linear Programs
The linear program (BCR) is very large even for moderate-sized networks and
a moderate number of failure s enarios. General-purpose LP odes may thus
be too slow to solve it. (We shall see later some instan es where our s heme
works, while ommer ial LP solvers do not.) Moreover, if there are on urrent
users running the optimizations, many opies of general-purpose LP software
may need to be li ensed. These are two motivations for adapting approximate
LP te hniques to obtain provably good solutions to diÆ ult linear programs.
(BCR) and the LP's we solve in this paper are k-blo k pa king LP's. k-blo k
pa king LP's are of the following form:
max 
Ax  b
Cx  d;
x  0;

(5)

where A and C are nonnegative, real matri es, and b; d are striP
tly positive,
real ve tors. A is m  n; C is a blo k diagonal matrix of size
(
k mk )  n,
P
with ea h blo k Ck of size mk  nk ; b is m  1; and d is ( k mk )  1. The
k-blo k pa king problem is a mixed pa king and overing problem. Let  be
the optimal solution to (5). We seek solutions (x; ) su h that (x; ) is feasible
for (5) and   (1 ) . Su h a solution is alled -optimal.
Approximation s hemes based on Frank-Wolfe [11℄ methods have been developed for problems like (5) in a sequen e of papers starting with a fo us
on multi ommodity ow problems in [21, 22, 26℄, and generalized to problems of the above form in [23, 16, 17℄. Sin e then work has fo used on redu ing the omplexity of these algorithms or generalizing the range of appli ability [7, 8, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 24, 27, 28℄. Empiri ally, these methods have been
shown to perform well in pra ti e [1, 2, 4, 15℄. For a more omplete dis ussion
of these te hniques and some of their origins, the reader is referred to [4℄.
In this se tion, we des ribe a generalization of the k- ommodity pa king algorithm des ribed in [10℄ to solve (5). The k- ommodity pa king algorithm is
itself an extension of Garg and Konemann's algorithm for on urrent multi ommodity ow. 1
We begin by expressing (5) so that its blo k stru ture is apparent. Ve tor
d de omposes into ve tors dk , ea h of dimension mk . Variable ve tor x de omposes into K ve tors, where xk is of dimension nk . Matrix A de omposes into
1 A tually, by substitution of variables, it is possible to transform (5) dire tly into a k ommodity pa king problem. Thus, we ould simply employ the algorithm in [10℄ to the
transformed problem. We have hosen to present the algorithm in general form here instead
be ause the ideas involved in implementing the transformation are the same as using the
general form, and we think that explaining the implementation is learer if we an refer to
the algorithm in its general form.
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K matri es, the kth of dimension m  nk . Thus we have:

X
k

max 
Ak xk  b

(6)
(7)

 dk ; for 1  k  jK j
(8)
 0; for 1  k  jK j
(9)
This algorithm requires an ora le to solve jK j blo k problems, 1  k  K :
let y 2 Rm orrespond to dual variables for the onstraints (7) in the LP dual
Ck xk
x

to (6)-(9) (given in (12)). Given values for y (generated by the algorithm), the
kth blo k problem is
min yAk xk
Ck x
 dk
k
x
 0:

(10)

Let Ora le(y; k) denote the subroutine that returns a solution to (10). For
the multi ommodity ow problems in [13℄, the ora le is either a shortest path
algorithm or a minimum ost ow algorithm. For the generalized multi ommodity ow problems in [10℄, the ora le is a generalized shortest path algorithm. For
the problems we onsider in this paper, the ora le requires a new algorithm, and
hen e in the subsequent se tions we also des ribe eÆ ient algorithms to solve
the ora le problems.
3.1

Approximation S heme

The approximation s heme for the k-blo k pa king problem is fully des ribed
in Figure 1.
3.2

Analysis of the algorithm

An iteration is de ned as the steps blo kpa k takes inside the outer while loop i.e. the steps between two visits to line (2). Let xr , yr denote the ve tors x and
y at the beginning of iteration r, and suppose the algorithm stops in iteration
t. De ne x^ := xt = loge (1=Æ) and ^ := (t 1)= loge (1=Æ). We begin by showing
that (^x; ^) is feasible for (7)-(9). To do this we require the following simple
te hni al lemma.

Lemma 1 Given f0 = 0 and g0 > 0 and sequen e fa1; a2 ; : : : ; at g satisfying
0  ar  1 for all r, suppose fr  fr 1 + ar and gr  gr 1 ear . Then gr =g0 
efr for all r.
Lemma 2 (^x; ^) is feasible for (7)-(9).
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blo kpa k(A; b; Ora le(; k) 8 k)
Input: k -blo k pa king problem; Ora le(y; k ) given for blo k k problem,
Output: -optimal primal solution x and dual solution (y; z ).

8k

1+ , x  0; y  Æ=b.
(1) Initialize Æ m(1+
)1=
(2) while bT y < 1,
(3)
for k = 1 to jK j,
{ begin iteration {
(4)
d0 dk
{ unsatis ed demand {
(5)
while bT y < 1 and d0 > 0,
(5)
x0 Ora le(y; k)
{ x0 satis es (10) {
b(i)
d
{ step size {
(6)
 minf Ck x ; mini Ak (i)x g
0
(7)
x x + x
(8)
d0 d0 Ck x0
(9)
For i = 1 to m,
Ak (i)x
(10)
y(i) y(i)e b(i)
{ dual update {
end while
(11)
z k arg maxfdk z k j z k Ck  yT A; z k  0g.
end for
{ end iteration {
P
k.
d
z
(12)
k
k
(13)
If bT y= < bT y=  ,
(y ; z ) (y; z ), 
.
{ keep best solution {
end while
(14) return x= log1+ ( 1+Æ  ), (y =  ; z  ).
0

0

0

0

Figure 1: An FPTAS for K -blo k pa king problem.

Proof: Sin e x starts at 0 and is never de reased, x^ satis es the nonnegativity
onstraints (9).
The pro edure stops in the rst iteration t for whi h bT yt  1. In the rst t 1
iterations, for every ommodity k, blo kpa k in reases x so that Ck x  (t 1)dk .
Thus, x^; ^ satisfy (8).
By the update of x and y, when Ab((ii))x in reases by an additive term of ar :=
Ak (i)(x0 )=b(i)  1, the variable y(i) is multiplied by ear . By the termination
riterion of bTy  1, we have that yt (i)=y0 (i)  e=Æ. Thus applying Lemma 1,
with fr = A(i)xr =b(i), gr = yr , we have that A(i)xr =b(i) is  loge 1=Æ, for all
r  t, whi h implies that xt satis es (7).
The next theorem establishes that blo kpa k obtains -optimal solutions.
There is a te hni al ondition that is required:   1. For most appli ations,
this is already true; but it is also easy to x: divide dk , 1  k  K , by a rough
upper bound  on  . The resulting problem is equivalent to the original,
ex ept that the nal ^ must be divided by  to yield an -optimal solution to
9

the original.
Theorem 3 Assuming   1, there exists a onstant su h that for Æ =
O(m = ), (^x; ^) is -optimal.
Proof: As before, xr and yr are the ve tors x and y at the beginning of the
rth iteration. For ea h r; k let xr;k and yr;k be the orresponding ve tors before
starting the kth ommodity in the rth iteration. Finally, let xr;k;s and yr;k;s be
the orresponding ve tors before visiting line (6) for ommodity k the sth time
in iteration r. Let r;k;s be the step size at this point.
Let (y) be the optimal value to the following LP with variable ve tors z k :
P
k
max
k dk z
X k
z Ck

y T Ak ; 8 k
(11)
k

zk

0; 8 k:
Note that (11) is the LP dual of (10).
We obtain
X
bT yr;k;s = bT yr;k;s 1 + b(i)yr;k;s 1 (i)[er;k;sAk (i)xr;k;s =b(i) 1℄:
0

Sin e e  1 + a + a2 for 0
a

plus

X
i

So,

i

 a  1, we get that bT yr;k;s is at most bT yr;k;s

1

2 (A (i)x0 )2 =b(i)℄:
yr;k;s 1 (i)[r;k;s Ak (i)x0r;k;s + 2 r;k;s
k
r;k;s

bT yr;k;s  bT yr;k;s 1 + (1 + )

X
i

yr;k;s 1 (i)Ak (i)(r;k;s x0r;k;s ):

Summing over all steps for ommodity k, we get

bT yr;k+1

 bT yr;k + (1 + )

X
s

yr;k;s 1 Ak (r;k;s x0r;k;s )

 bT yr;k + (1 + )dk z k

where the last inequality follows usingP
strong LP duality for (10) with yr;k;s 1 Ak x0r;k;s ,
the fa t that y is nonde reasing, and s r;k;s = 1. Summing over all ommodities k, and using the fa t that y and z are nonde reasing throughout, yields
bT yr+1  bT yr + (1 + ) (yr+1 ):
Thus we have established a ru ial inequality in the analysis presented in [13℄
Se tion 5, and in [10℄. Note that the LP dual to (6)-(9) is
min bT y
yA  Ck z k
(12)
X k k
z dk  1:
k
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Let be the optimal value to this LP. Thus  bTyr = (yr ). Now we an follow
the analysis in [10℄ exa tly to obtain that for

Æ = (m=(1 )) 1=

(13)

the algorithm blo kpa k returns -optimal solutions.
Using arguments identi al to those in [10, 13℄, we get the following bounds
on the number of iterations and ora le alls.

Theorem 4 For Æ = O((m=(1 )) 1=), algorithm blo kpa k terminates after
O( 2 log m) iterations, requiring at most O( 2 (m + K ) log m) ora le alls.
Remark. To obtain an -optimal solution to (6)-(9), we a tually do not require
lines (11)-(13). These are used only to establish -optimality of the primal
solution. In pra ti e, it might be useful to keep these values around so that
they an be used to give an alternative termination riterion. On the other
hand, it is not ne essary to maintain z and . For leaner presentation in
the spe ialized versions of this algorithm presented in later se tions, we do not
in lude the equivalent variables and versions of these lines.

4 The Con urrent Restorable Flow Problem
We start by onsidering the problem (BCR) without the budget onstraint. We
all this the Con urrent Restorable Flow Problem (CRF). This simpler \in nite
budget" ase provides mu h of the motivation for our algorithm to solve (BCR)
in Se tion 5.
In this ase, the dual variables orresponding to y in the k-blo k problem
are hq (e), for ea h pair (e; q) 2 E  Q. Given values for h and a parti ular k,
the ora le (10) we need for (CRF) is
minimize

X
P

2
4

X
2

q :P = (q )

X

hq (P )f (P ) +
P0

subje t to

8k;

P

2k nP

2k nP q:P 2(q)

X

f (P )
2k
[ f (P ) + gP (P ) ℄

X

8k 8 P 0 2 k ;

X

P

0

3
hq (P 0 )gP (P 0 ) 5

(14)

 dk ;
 dk :

0

The extreme points of the polytope des ribed by these onstraints have only
two positive variables: either two values of f are nonzero, or one value of f and
one value of g is nonzero. The ora le will always generate solutions that have
one value f and one value g nonzero, sin e the obje tive fun tion ounts f (P )
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for every s enario that P does not fail, but ounts gP (P 0 ) only for the s enarios
that P fails. Thus the ora le is an algorithm that nds two edge disjoint paths
P; P 0 2 k that minimize (14). Sin e we assume that k is a set of disjoint
paths, this is equivalent to nding the shortest two paths in k .
The step size is determined by minfd0 ; u(P ); u(P 0 )g. The dual update to
h is the following subroutine. For all q 2 Q: if P 2= (q) then for all e 2 P ,
hq (e) hq (e)eu=u(e) ; otherwise, for all e 2 P 0 , hq (e) hq (e)eu=u(e) . Here,
the base of the exponent is the base of the natural logarithm, not to be onfused
with the argument for h and u, whi h is an edge. For ease of referen e, the full
approximation s heme for (CRF) is presented in FigureP2. Here, P
D(h) is the
obje tive fun tion of the dual LP to (CRF). So, D(h) := e2E u(e) q2Q hq (e).

Con urrentRe overy(u; d; (k))
Input: (CRF) instan e
Output: -optimal solution (f; g ).

q
Initialize Æ mjQj1+
(1+)1= , h (e) = Æ=u(e) 8e 2 E; 8q 2 Q
Initialize f  0, g  0
while D(h) < 1
for k = 1 to jK j do
d0 dk
while D(h) < 1 and d0 > 0
P1 ; P2 disjoint path-pair in k that minimize (14)
u minfd0 ; u(P1 ); u(P2 )g
f (P1 ) f (P1 ) + u
gP1 (P2 ) gP1 (P2 ) + u
d0 d0 u
for q 2 Q
if P1 2= (q),
8e 2 P1 , hq (e) hq (e)eu=u(e)
else,
8e 2 P2 , hq (e) hq (e)eu=u(e)
end for
end while
end for
end while
return (f; g)= log1+ ( 1+Æ  ).

Figure 2: An FPTAS for the on urrent re overy ow problem.

Theorem 5 An -optimal solution to the on urrent re overy ow problem an
be omputed with at most O( 2 (mjQj+jK j) log(mjQj)) ora le alls. Ea h ora le
all uses at most O(mjQjjk j2 ) omputational steps.
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Proof: Theorem 4 and Theorem 3 together imply that an  optimal solution is
found in O( 2 (mjQj + jK j) log(mjQj)) ora le alls. Ea h ora le all for ommodity k requires nding 2 paths in k that minimize an obje tive fun tion
with mjQj terms per path.

5 Budget-Constrained, Con urrent Restorable
Flow
For the budget onstrained, on urrent restorable ow problem, the pa king
onstraint matrix grows by one additional onstraint | the budget onstraint
| over the linear program of the previous se tion. This has the e e t of hanging
both the dual variables used by the algorithm and the oeÆ ients in the obje tive
fun tion for the ora le problem. We now present our -approximation algorithm
for (BCR).
The dual variables orresponding to y in the k-blo k problem are of two
types: hq (e) for ea h pair (e; q) that orrespond to the primal onstraints (2)
and a variable  that orresponds to the budget onstraint (4).
Given a singleton-ve tor pair (; h), let let P (; h) and P ;P (; h) be dened as follows:
0

X

P (; h) := (P ) +
P

0

;P

2

q :P = (q )

(; h) := (P 0 ; P ) +

hq (P );

X
q :P 0

2(q)

hq (P ):

When  and h are lear from ontext, we write simply P and P ;P . For
ommodity k, the ora le (10) we need for (BCR) is
0

min

X

P

subje t to:

X
X 2k
P

P

2k ; P 6=P

2k

P  x(P ) +

(P;P )22k

P

 yP (P )
0

0

;P

0

f (P )

 dk

X

f (P ) +
P

0

X

2k ; P 6=P

 dk 8 P 0 2 k
f; g  0

gP (P )
0

0

The optimal solutions to (5) takes one of two forms, as des ribed in Lemma 6.
We begin by introdu ing two fun tions used in the lemma.

Zk =

P1 ;P2

min
 +
2k : P1 6=P2 P1 P1 ;P2
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(15)

To obtain the se ond, assume the Pi 2 k are indexed by in reasing Pi value,
so that P1  P2     .
r
X
Z^k = min ( Pi )=(r 1):
2rjk j i=1

(16)

Let rk be the value of r that determines Z^k in this expression.

Lemma 6 The optimal solution to (5) has value equal to dk minfZ k ; Z^k g. If
the optimal solution has value dk Z k determined by P1 and P2 , then it satis es
f (P1 ) = gP1 (P2 ) = dk , all other variables zero. Otherwise, it has value dk Z~k and
there are r distin t paths in k su h that f (Pi ) = dk =(r 1) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; r,

all other variables are zero.

Proof: Z^k  Z k : In this ase, we laim that x(Pi ) = dk =(rk 1) for i  rk
for rk the value that determines Z^k , and x(Pi ) = 0 for i > rk is an optimal
solution: It is learly feasible and has value dk Z^k . The LP dual to (5) is
X P
max dk [ zk +
w ℄
P 2k
wP  P ;P
(17)
X
P
w
 P 8 P 2 k
(18)
zk +
P 2k fP g
z; w  0:
(19)
Consider the dual solution w(Pi ) = Z^k i if i  rk and zk = 0. This
learly satis es (18). By Lemma 7, w(Pi )  0 for all i, satisfying (19). Sin e
Z^k  Z k  Pi + Pi ;Pj , we have that (17) are satis ed for all P; P 0 . Thus the
solution is feasible. Sin e its value is dk Z^k , mat hing the value of the above
solution to (5), both primal and dual solutions are optimal.
Z k  Z^k : If Z k = P1 + P1 ;P2 , we set f (P1 ) = gP1 (P2 ) = dk and all other
primal variables equal to 0. This solution is learly feasible and has value dk Z k .
Consider the following dual solution.
0

0

0

0

0

0

w(Pi ) = maxfZk Pi ; 0g

8 i  jk j

(20)

P
^
and zk = Z k
i w (Pi ). Sin e Z k  Zk , Lemma 7 implies that Zk  P for all
w(P ) = 0, and hen e this solution satis es (18). P
By de nition, w is P
nonnegative.
Summing (20) over all P
i with w(PiP
) > 0 yields w(Pi )P
= rZ k
Pi whi h
w(Pi ) = Pi (r 1)Z k  Pi (r 1)Z^k  0,
implies that zk = Z k
where the se ond inequality follows from the de nition of Z^k . Finally, Z k 
Pi + Pi ;Pj for all i and j . Hen e (17) are satis ed, and the solution is feasible.
It has value dk Z k , mat hing the given solution to its dual (5), hen e both are
optimal.
Lemma 7 Z^k  Pi for i  rk and Z^k  Pi for i > rk .
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P
Proof: Let Z^k (r) := ( ri=1 Pi )=(r 1). For ease of notation, we write i for
Pi for the remainder of the proof. The lemma follows by noting that Z^k (r + 1)
is a onvex ombination of Z^k (r) and r+1 . Thus i for i > 2 is in luded in
de nition of Z^k if and only if i  Z^k (i 1). Sin e i  j for i < j , if
i  Z^k (i 1), then i  Z^k (j ) for all j > i.
Lemma 6 implies that the optimal solution to (5) may be des ribed as a set
of paths, ea h arrying an equal amount of ow. Without loss of generality,
assume this set is fP1 ; : : : ; Prk g, where rk  2. (If Z k < Z^k , this set is fP1 ; P2 g
and rk = 2.)
The algorithm for (BCR) is given in Figure 3. The step size for (BCR) determines the amount P
of ow sent along ea h path.PThis is u := minfdk =(rk
k
1); minirk u(Pi ); B=( ri=1
(Pi ))g. In pra ti e, P 2k (P ) is signi antly
smaller than B , so that, when ombined with s aling of apa ities, u is determined by dk . The updates to the dual variables for ea h ase are des ribed
in the algorithm in Figure 3. Here, D(h; ) is the value of the obje tive fun tion
of the LP dual to (BCR), whi h is
X
X
min B +
u(e) hq (e):
e2E
q 2Q
Theorem 8 An -optimal solution to the budget- onstrained, on urrent re overy ow problem an be omputed with at most O( 2 (mjQj + jK j) log(mjQj))
ora le alls. Ea h ora le all uses at most O(jk j2 njQj) omputational steps.
Proof: Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 together imply that an  optimal solution is
found in O( 2 (mjQj + jK j) log(mjQj)) ora le alls. Ea h ora le all for ommodity k requires omputing values  and  for all paths in k , (ea h with njQj
terms per path), and nding the minimum of Z k and Z^k .

6 Extension to the ommodity-dedi ated apa ity reservation
In this se tion, we onsider a simpli ed relative of our main problem, where we
insist on dedi ated reserve apa ity (or 1+1/1:1 prote tion) for ea h ommodity.
In our main problem, apa ity used by a ba k-up path for a failure a e ting
ommodity k ould be used by a di erent ommodity when a di erent failure
o urs. This more sophisti ated model allows for better utilization of network
apa ity. In urrent network models, however, this is not done. Instead ea h
ommodity has dedi ated reserve apa ity. That is, if any path fails, then there
is enough spare apa ity reserved for that ommodity to route all the demand
for that ommodity. Sin e there is no transfer of ow from one path to another
in ase of failure, we onsider another ommonly used obje tive fun tion: letting
f (e)P
be the total ow on link e, we wish to minimize the total ost of the ow,
i.e., e2E (e)f (e). This problem and its variant where the paths are hosen on
15

BudgetRe overy (G = (; E; ; u; d) )

q
Initialize Æ mjQj1+
(1+)1= , h (e) = Æ=u(e) 8e 2 E; 8q 2 Q,  = Æ=B ,
Initialize x  0, y  0
while D(h) < 1
for k = 1 to jK j
d0 dk
while D(h) < 1 and d0 > 0
Zk = minfZ k ; Z^k g.
Let fP1 ; P2 ; : : : ; Prk g be paths a hieving
the optimum
P k Zk .
C B=( ri=1
(Pi ))
u0 minimum of: (i) d0 =(rk 1), (ii) min1irk ;e2Pi u(e), and (iii) C .
 eu0 =C
d0 d0 (rk 1)u0
if Zk = Z k ,
x(P1 ) x(P1 ) + u0
yP1 (P2 ) yP1 (P2 ) + u0
for q 2 Q
if P1 2= (q)
8e 2 P1 , hq (e) hq (e)eu0 =u(e) .
else
8e 2 P2 , hq (e) hq (e)eu0 =u(e) .
end for
else (Zk = Z^k ),
for i  rk ,
x(Pi ) x(Pi ) + u0
for e 2 Pi , q su h that Pi 2= (q),
hq (e) hq (e)eu0 =u(e) .
end for
end for
end while
end for
end while

Figure 3: Algorithm for (BCR)
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the y, has been studied by Biensto k and Muratore [3℄ in the ontext of apa ity
expansion with integrality onstraints and in the single sour e-destination pair
by Brightwell et al. [5℄.
We des ribe here an -approximation s heme to solve the orresponding linear program for this problem by observing that this problem orresponds to the
spe ial ase of the previous problem with all y variables for ed to zero. In this
ase, Zk is always determined by Z^k . Likewise, the hq (e) variables are repla ed
by a single variable h(e), and zk = 0 so may also be omitted. This modi ation in the linear program formulation is highlighted below. The algorithm and
analysis then follow from the previous se tion, and so are omitted here. The
dedi ated apa ity on urrent restoration problem is as follows:

X

min

(e)f (e)

2
X

e E
P

2k nfX
P g
0

2

P :e P

x(P )

 dk

8 k 2 K; P 0 2 k

 f (e) 8 e 2 E
f (e)  u(e) 8 e 2 E
x(P )  0
x(P )

It is possible to remove the variables f (e) from this P
formulation to obtain
an equivalent formulation (here, (P ) simply stands for e2P (e), and is not
what is de ned in Se tion 2 in the ontext of our original problem):

X

min

P
P

2X


(P )x(P )

2k nfX
P g
0

2

P :e P

x(P )

 dk

8 k 2 K; P 0 2 k

 u(e) 8 e 2 E
x(P )  0:

x(P )

We solve this by solving the on urrent ow version with a budget onstraint
and then sear hing for the optimal budget. The orresponding primal LP is:

X max dk
x(P )  
8 k 2 K; P 0 2 k
P 2k nfP g
X
x(P )  u(e) 8 e 2 E
P
:
e
2
P
X
(P )x(P )  B
0

P

2

x(P )

0
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The dual LP is as follows, where the rst onstraint is supposed to hold for
all k 2 K and for all P 2 k :
min B +

X

u(e)h(e)
2 X
(P ) +
h(e)
e2P
X X P
dk
w
P 2k
k2K
l; w
e E

P

X


P0

1
0

2k nfP g

wP

0

Substituting Zk = P 2k wP , the dual an be rewritten as follows, on e
again with the rst onstraint required to hold for all k 2 K and for all P 2 k :
min B +

X

u(e)h(e)
2
wP + (P )X
+ h(P )
dk Z k
k 2K
l; w
e E

 Zk
1
 0:

As mentioned above, the algorithm and analysis now follow from the previous
se tion.

7 Computational Results
We now des ribe our preliminary omputational results for solving the problem
(MELTCoRe) on several real world networks. We ompare the performan e
of an initial implementation of our -approximation algorithm with solutions
obtained from an exa t LP ommer ial solver CPLEX [6℄. We point out that
our urrent implementation is not optimized for either performan e or memory.
We present our results in three tables. The rst lists the sizes of the instan es
used. Further topologi al details of these instan es are not possible for reasons
of on dentiality. The se ond table lists the memory usage and running times of
our -approximation and of the general LP solver on the orresponding instan es.
The third table presents obje tive fun tion values obtained by the algorithm for
ea h instan e. It also demonstrates that even \large" values of  su h as 0:4 give
near-optimal solutions! Sin e our running time upper bounds are proportional
to 1=2, one might expe t a possible advantage from using larger values of .
Indeed this is borne out, and some reasons for this \best of both worlds" (nearoptimal solution and improved running time) phenomenon are presented after
dis ussing the rst two tables.
The Instan es: We onsidered the following real-world instan es in our
experiments. Instan es 6-9 have the same underlying network topology.
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Instan e Nodes Links Demands Paths
1
30
38
435
900
2
29
55
406
1221
3
39
49
630
1288
4
226
302
241
578
5
121
208
3983
11581
6
224
304
475
997
7
224
304
7288
15194
8
224
304
9844
20531
9
224
304
12355
25750

The Ma hine: The runs were ondu ted on an 8-pro essor (195MHz ea h)
SGI Origin 2000 ma hine, where ea h pro essor had 2 Gb of main memory. The
running times reported are (rough) user-time measures obtained from the UNIX
\time" fun tion. The resident memory measurements are obtained through the
\top" routine.
Memory and Run Time: The following table shows several things. First,
the general solver is typi ally faster, espe ially for the smaller instan es. We
use the CPLEX barrier method and solve ea h instan e to optimality. About
half the time for the LP solver is spent reading in the LP le itself. In a
omprehensive run-time omparison one would obviously use the allable library
of CPLEX, but this fa t highlights one main advantage of the ombinatorial
algorithm. Namely, for larger instan es, the general solver requires mu h more
resident memory, even after its row-elimination heuristi s are applied. To get
a handle on how the memory urves behave for the two algorithms, one an
ompute the number of nonzeros in the onstraint matrix for MELTCoRe; this
gives a rough lower bound on the CPLEX memory requirements. For the largest
instan es the pro ess is a tually killed due to memory needs beyond the available
memory. Conversely, the approximation algorithm requires mu h less memory
{ about 10 per ent on the problems onsidered. On instan es 6-9 { whi h have
the same underlying network { the ombinatorial algorithm s ales (in run time
and memory) sublinearly with the number of demands.
Instan e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Run Time
-apx: CPLEX
 = 0:1
13.8 s
1.5 s
24.5 s
3.2 s
44.4
4.6
96.7
31.1
2367
516
428
82.3
12119
1728
13590 Killed
16196 Killed
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Memory
-apx: CPLEX
 = 0:1
0.11MB 0.5MB
0.13MB 1.2 MB
0.14MB
1.45
0.28
2.85
1.63
2.55
0.36
29
3.0
62
4.0
Killed
5.0
Killed

Using Higher  Values: We now present our nal table whi h shows that
our approximation algorithm performs better than its pres ribed error bound.
For instan e, we get solutions very lose to optimal even when  is as large as
0:4. Moreover, there is little di eren e in obje tive between setting  = 0:1 and
 = 0:4. Let us examine the results produ ed by our algorithms, and the reasons
for this desirable phenomenon (of even large values of  produ ing near-optimal
values). Re all the interpolation sear h me hanism that we dis uss early in
Se tion 2.1. In pra ti e, this seems to help sele t a near-optimal value for the
optimal budget B very qui kly, whether  is \small" or \large"; a lot of the
e ort from then on is in proving that this B is near-optimal { i.e., that if B
is somewhat smaller, then  must be smaller than 1. This qui k onvergen e
enables us to get near-optimal solutions even if  is omparatively large. The
advantage of using large values of  is that we obtain redu ed running times.
We indi ate these running time redu tions in the far-right olumn of the next
table, as per entage improvements for  = 0:4 as ompared with the ase of
 = 0:1. The solution values we get for  = 0:4 are the same as for  = 0:1
(ex ept for instan e 5, where we get a solution value of 31:562    with  = 0:4,
whi h is smaller than the 31:563    that we get with  = 0:1 !), and so we do
not display the solution values for  = 0:4; also, resident memory usage is the
same for  = 0:1 and  = 0:4.
Instan e CPLEX  = 0:1  = 0:4: Runtime
Improvement
1
16.999
17.0
13%
2
1.579
1.586
15%
3
1.713
1.713
32%
4
8.204
8.279
24%
5
29.5
31.563
24%
6
161.5
161.98
23%
7
2,525
2,531
13%
8
Killed
3,427
16%
9
Killed
4,310
16%

8 Con lusions

We have presented an approximation algorithm for routing with shared prote tion in (opti al ore) networks that s ales well as a fun tion of network size.
The main analyti al novelties are the modeling of the fa t that di erent links
an have widely di ering probabilities of failure, and the development of an approximation algorithm for this model. We have also shown how this s heme
spe ializes for the dedi ated apa ity routing problem.
Related previous approximation s hemes relied on repeatedly solving shortest path or shortest olumn problems. In the present setting, a more omplex
auxiliary LP must be solved sin e the main problem is neither of simple pa king
nor overing type. We have implemented our algorithm, and given empiri al
results on a family of real-world instan es. These omputations show that the
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proposed s heme works well even for large real-world instan es of this problem,
whereas general-purpose LP solvers do not s ale to the largest instan es. Future work is required to develop an optimized version of the ode to make it
ompetitive with general purpose solvers for smaller instan es.
An interesting avenue for study is the modi ation of the algorithm to work
in a distributed environment where the nodes of the network use some minimal link-state information. Two other mathemati al questions have remained
unresolved. The rst is to produ e a provable approximation s heme for the
minimum ost network design problem for restorable ows (as opposed to the
expe ted ost model). Ths se ond is to extend the problem (MELTCoRe) as
follows. In general, for ea h ommodity k, we may only require a fra tion of
its ow to be restored, depending say on a priority basis. Thus it would be of
interest to repla e the right hand sides of the se ond olle tion of onstraints in
the de nition of (MELTCoRe) by a value k dk , with k 2 [0; 1℄.
Finally, an analyti al or empiri ally-supported theory of how well su h algorithms perform as a fun tion of , would be of interest. Su h a theory ould
explain how or when even \large" values of  suÆ e (as dis ussed in Se tion 7),
and hen e ould drive pra ti al algorithms in this domain.

A knowledgements: The authors are grateful to Bill Cook who gave a
number of very helpful omments on the ontent of the paper.
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